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of this sin. I suppose that these other things would be the men at their station for we

know they are mentioned first.) What does the English word conceive mean? How would. you

define it? (To conceive is an English word which conveys the conception of producing.)

You can make it more definite than that. (Creating, originating.) Could you say that God

conceive Heaven and earth? (No. ) You see the English word conceive has two meanings. One

meaning, our common meaning of conceive in English is to think of an idea. Form a concept.

Devise a plan. It is a mtmplm m miaith mental aspect. Now in Old English the word conceive

was used a great deal and. is in the Bible, I was conceived in iniquity. In sin did my mother

bring forth, something like that, David said, In the Old Testament conceive, in modern

English conception is used, which is entirely different from conceive and conception, the idea

of having a problem in mind. Well now, they are entirely two distinct words, ideas, and I

believe that if we look in Young's Concordance we will find two different Hebrew words

translated conceive, let me do that. In the Old. Testament the word conceive is used in the

English Bible approximately LO times of which only one (1LL) and all the

others are translations of Hebrew m words which mean to be . So you see that the

early Conceive is very different from our modern conceive. Our modern word, conceive is used

once in the Old Testament. In Old English, the word conceive is used these many times. Now

in the New Testament the situation is quite similar. Conceive is used there in a physical

sense in most cases, except Acts it is translated where it translate :

"Why hast thou conceived this thing in thine heart?"
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